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1 Introduction

Real software systems are messy. They are too ill-specified and complex to reason about formally, yet they
face, and must defend against, security threats that were never contemplated in their original design. To
address these computer security challenges, we have turned to empirical methods. Computer security has
evolved from a prescriptive engineering discipline into a experimental science that views security problems
and their solutions as a product of technical, social, and economic pressures that can be best understood
using experimental techniques.

There is an apparent tension between these two views—security as engineering and security as science—
that still ignites debate at technical program committee meetings. My work, however, shows that these two
views are complementary: one can be an engineer and a scientist, a builder and a breaker. Through my
work, I have shaped the evolution of what is now termed evidence-based security, advocating that empir-
ical computer security can be principled, and computer security principles can be grounded in empirical
fact.

One of the most fruitful applications of empirical methods in computer security has been to the study
of e-crime. In my own work, I have used empirical techniques to study spam as a business process, an
approach to spam that encompasses its technical, economic, and social dimensions. My work was the first
to identify the role of payment processing as a bottleneck of spam monetization, giving birth to a new breed
of more effective computer security interventions. Approaching e-crime as an economic undertaking has
provided an advantageous perspective on illicit Bitcoin mining on botnets (and what it tells us about the
value of compromised PCs), the CAPTCHA-solving industry (and its effect on online service abuse), the
rising use of consumer-grade remote access malware (and its role in personalizing e-crime), as well as other
elements of the underground ecosystem.

Empirical techniques have also proven effective in the analysis of complex cyber-physical systems. I am
currently developing methods for analyzing aircraft systems, work that builds on our study of the security
of mobile cockpit information systems in general aviation (and the implications for safety of flight). I have
also led an investigation of automobile emissions defeat devices in Volkswagen and Fiat small passenger
diesel cars. Our work identified the software mechanism used to defeat emissions testing (and how its
authors attempted to conceal its purpose), and identified a new software verification regime characterized
by an adversarial relationship between prover and verifier.

2 The Economics of Spam and E-Crime

The emergence of profit-motivated crime has had a transformative effect on modern computer security.
While the Internet has had a transformative effect on society in the last two decades, it has also brought
about new criminal and otherwise harmful activities, ranging from nuisances like spam to crimes like theft
and extortion. The computer security community initially approached these as purely technical problems
that had purely technical solutions—spam filters, firewalls, anti-virus, and so on. The result was an escalat-
ing cat-and-mouse game with often asymmetric costs favoring the attacker. Against this background, my
work has sought to find ways to tilt the game in our favor.

One of my successful approaches to do so is based precisely on the observation that most e-crime is
motivated by monetary gain. So long as an illicit activity is financially profitable, there will be those who
will attempt to profit from it, no matter the technical obstacles in their way. This also means, however, that
these activities are subject to economic forces. If an operation is undertaken for financial gain, then any
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means of rendering it less profitable—technical or not—will make it less desirable. My work advanced the
idea that defending against profit-oriented e-crime means disrupting a business process, an approach that has
reshaped the way we view e-crime and online service abuse today.

This approach was first developed in my “Spamalytics” [8] and “Click Trajectories” [12] work that exam-
ined the economics of spam. In particular, the “Spamalytics” work was the first to measure the conversion
rate of spam—that is, the expected number of messages required to generate single action, such as a pur-
chase from an online store. In the pharmaceutical spam campaign we studied, we found that roughly 1 in
12 million messages result in a sale that nets the spammer $30–50. These results were the first of their kind,
highlighting the extraordinarily low cost of sending spam and allowing us to quantify the point at which
spam becomes unprofitable.

“Spamalytics” laid the groundwork for “Click Trajectories,” an ambitious project to understand the
entire business process of spam. I led a team of students and researchers across two institutions (UCSD
and the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley) to carry out a measurement study of spam
monetization from start to finish. We used the concept of a spam value chain to analyze the steps necessary
to turn each message into revenue. We identified the entire value chain for millions of spam messages,
collected over a 3 month period, starting with the advertising process (spamming), to the infrastructure
necessary to run an online store selling the advertised goods, to product delivery and payment processing.
This was the first academic work to describe the structure of this ecosystem, including the relationships
between the people and organizations involved. In the process, we identified that payment processing
is the bottleneck for spam, which meant that disrupting payment processing would have the greatest
negative effect on spammer profit. “Click Trajectories” led to a number of successful industry efforts to
disrupt the sale of counterfeit pharmaceuticals, pirated software, and luxury goods.

The most recent chapter in the investigation of the spam business model is my “PharmaLeaks” work [17].
“PharmaLeaks” exploited a rare opportunity presented by leaked data made available to the security re-
search community, and we examined the operation of three major pharmacy affiliate programs selling coun-
terfeit pharmaceuticals via spam. Examining four years of transactions totaling over $170 million in sales,
allowed us to accurately reconstruct the business model of these operations, including the important role of
a small number of high-volume spammers. In an industry organized around the affiliate program model,
the relative bargaining power of the players determines where intervention would be most disruptive.

Our work also found that spamming and other forms of service abuse rely on an extensive ecosystem
of goods and services that support these activities. For example, today both click fraud and spam require a
botnet in order to avoid detection, reducing the attacker’s footprint by spreading the activity over many IP
addresses. Creating a botnet requires compromising user PCs, a more serious crime than spamming or click
fraud itself. In my work, I have sought to illuminate elements of this ecosystem in order to make interven-
tions more effective. The “Dirty Jobs” [21] and “Underground Forums” [20] work examined underground
marketplaces used to trade in illicit goods and services. One of the major contributions of this work has
been to identify underground markets serving as an incubator for new abuse schemes that later transi-
tion into mature sectors of the underground economy; CAPTCHA-solving services [19], for example, first
appeared as a specialty service in underground labor markets before they became mainstream. The work
was the first to systematically document the market structure for underground goods and services. A
more recent development in this ecosystem has been the rise of so-called Remote Access Trojans (RATs),
malware that is used by attackers to gain interactive access to a victim machine, allowing it to be controlled
individually as if the attacker were physically present. My recent “To Catch a Ratter” work was the first
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study to show how RATs are used by attackers and to investigate new ways of combatting them [2].1

More generally, measurement techniques are also used widely in day-to-day operations. Security sys-
tems such as spam filters and safe browsing filters, for example, require a current list of “bad” sites whose
appearance might indicate the message or Website is undesirable or harmful. There are several ways one
might put together such a list, and indeed the booming Threat Intelligence industry has evolved around
solving this problem. No less important than making a list of bad sites, however, is knowing how to evaluate
whether such a list is any good. The “Taster’s Choice” [22] work examined several major sources of domain
names seen in spam, covering public and private, commercial and free. This introduced a methodology for
comparing domain threat intelligence sources. Its contribution can be best summarized by an anonymous
reviewer’s comment, “I think it should become compulsory reading for any researcher working not only in
email spam, but also in Internet measurement in general.”

For many measurement experiments, having the right vantage point is critical to success, and research
groups invest considerable effort to secure access to end-hosts they can use as measurement endpoints
for their work. However, maintaing a network of measurement endpoints is costly, so many researchers
rely on others’ measurement infrastructure. Unfortunately, the mechanism by which we share access to
measurement resources today is not frictionless, as issues of compatibility, trust, and a lack of incentives
get in the way of efficiently sharing measurement infrastructure. In my recent work, I described a new way
to access shared measurement infrastructure, called PacketLab, that lowers barriers to sharing faced by
experimenters and measurement endpoint operators [11]. PacketLab draws on my own experiences with
measurement [24, 23, 6, 5, 7, 18, 3, 4, 9, 14] and network protocol design [13, 10, 16]. The PacketLab project
has received industry funding from Comcast and is currently under review for NSF funding.

3 Cyber-Physical System Security

Computer systems used in aviation are rapidly becoming more complex and interconnected, a trend that
in conventional systems has historically signaled an increasing likelihood of security problems. I formed
the aviation security group of faculty and students from UCSD and the University of Illinois at Chicago to
study the security of modern aircraft.

Our first work examined mobile cockpit information systems used by general aviation pilots [15]. These
are systems that combine a tablet (e.g. iPad) and a small portable receiver unit that relays information
to the tablet about nearby aircraft, weather, and other advisories to the tablet. Because they are not part
of the aircraft itself, they are not subject to FAA airworthiness requirements. Our work was the first to
identify security vulnerabilities in mobile cockpit information systems. These results were of interest to
the general aviation community where such devices are becoming increasingly popular. We are currently
investigating new techniques for analyzing the complex systems-of-systems found on modern transport
aircraft, an effort funded under a National Science Foundation Synergy grant, and are working with the
Department of Homeland Security to conduct a security analysis of a Boeing 757 aircraft.

While in the case of aircraft, the interests of regulators, manufacturers, and operators align, this is not
always the case. The Volkswagen diesel emissions scandal that has recently rocked the automotive world
has shown that when a manufacturer has an incentive to deceive regulators, there is a strong risk of them
doing so. My recent “How They Did It” paper [1] exposed how the Volkswagen emission defeat device
reduced emissions when the vehicle engine control unit determined that the vehicle was undergoing an
emissions test. To do this, the software in the engine control unit monitored the time and distance traveled
since vehicle start, and compared these values against the fixed driving cycle used in regulatory emissions

1This work was led by my Ph.D. student, Brown Farinholt.
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tests. The Volkswagen defeat device is by far the most expensive piece of software in the history of soft-
ware, costing Volkswagen $30 billion in fines and settlements to date. More than shedding light on a pub-
lic scandal, our results highlight the challenges of regulating cyber-physical systems. Unlike traditional
electro-mechanical control, which can be directly inspected and tested exhaustively, cyber-physical systems
are much more complex, making it them virtually impossible for a regulator to fully examine or test. And,
while advances in software verification offer some hope, the problem is that in a regulatory setting, the
certification requirements may be grossly at odds with a manufacturer’s incentives, making verification
adversarial, a regime for which existing techniques are inadequate. Viewed through the lens of computer
security, the problem is that now the manufacturer is the adversary, forcing us to fundamentally rethink how
we design and verify software systems.

As we face ever more complex cyber-physical systems that operate in an environment of competing
interests—from self-driving cars to energy-efficient appliances—we will need new technical solutions and
new regulatory regimes. I am currently investigating new system architectures and verification techniques
that will allow a manufacturer to prove to a regulator that a cyber-physical is in compliance, even when
there is an incentive for the manufacturer to deceive the regulator, and I expect that the next five years will
change how we view cyber-physical system regulation.

4 Conclusion

My work has shaped the field of evidence-based security by applying principled empirical methods to prob-
lems in computer security. By understanding the security problem we are trying to solve, we can better
tailor defenses and apply them more efficiently. In some cases, exemplified by the “Spamalytics” and “Click
Trajectories” work, an empirical approach reveals entirely new and non-technical ways to solve a problem.
This evidence-based approach to computer security is built on principled network measurement, and a
substantial body of my work has been devoted to developing new measurement techniques.

Looking forward, I plan to build on this foundation and continue to apply evidence-based techniques to
security problems. In my statement above, I have sketched several future directions I am currently pursu-
ing, notably developing threat intelligence metrics, investigating new techniques to verify the operation of
cyber-physical systems in an adversarial verification setting, and breaking down barriers to shared network
measurement infrastructure with the PacketLab network measurement system.
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